Knobeloch family papers, 1856-1919
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Container 11/257

Creator: Knobeloch, William.

Description: 44 items.

Biographical/Historical Note: Charleston, South Carolina baker and member of German Friendly Society and St. Matthew's Lutheran Church.

Scope and Content: Papers include an account book (1856) of purchases of flour from Jacob Small and letters and receipts concerning Knobeloch's bakery, estate papers (1887-1890) of William Knobeloch (executors, Jacob Small and William Knobeloch, Jr.), and programs (1909-1919) for German Friendly Society banquets.

Preferred Citation: Knobeloch, William, d. ca. 1887. Papers, 1856-1919. (1055.00) South Carolina Historical Society.
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Container list:

11/257/1-2 Knobeloch, John. Fl. 1858
Papers, 1853-1858. 1 vol., 10 items.
Charleston commission merchant and associate of baker Jacob Small. Account book of purchase of sales of flour (1956) and letters and receipts regarding their baking business.

11/257/4-6 Knobeloch, William Sr. d. 1887
Estate papers, 1887-1890. Approx. 25 items.
Charleston baker. Estate papers of William Knobeloch Sr. executors include Jacob Small.

11/257/7 German Friendly Society, 1909-1919
Papers, 1909-1919. 4 items.
Charleston organization. Program for German Friendly Society banquets (1909-1919)